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Stretch your imagination and your dollar.
Surpass provides a menu of storage and desking options to furnish your offi ce 
exactly as you like. Mix and match worksurfaces and support kits to get just the 
right functionality, aesthetic and cost.  With a Limited Lifetime Warranty, you can be 
assured Surpass is a value today and tomorrow.

Sound-dampening core option in 
the chassis reduces ambient noise.

Straight and corner steel hutches 
with top mounted hinged doors 
provide storage and space division.

Our supplier certification program identifies companies with 
environmental goals similar to ours.

Our outbound load planning system combines product 
shipments to geographical areas to reduce fuel consumption 
and greenhouse gas emissions.

Our products utilize steel and aluminum that contain post-
consumer materials and are recyclable.
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Tool rails support customizable 
desk height organization tools to 
keep the items you need within 
arm’s reach.

Strong steel construction protects 
your investment for years to come.

Coordinating pedestals, lateral 
files and storage towers ensure 
the perfect solution for every 
storage need.

FABRICS | FINISHES

Paint: 
Muslin

Laminate: 
Windsor Mahogany

Fabric: 
Sarto | Lemongrass
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Collaborative 
and productive.
Create an open fl oor plan that makes the most 
of a small footprint.  Surpass is designed to be 
fl exible, so you can specify added functionality 
only where it is needed, enabling you to manage 
your budget and your space. Collaboration and 
productivity coexist effortlessly with low fabric 
screens that add just the right amount of privacy.

Lateral files with worksurface tops add 
collaborative workspace and storage 
for shared resources.

Mobile pedestals with cushion tops 
function as additional seating and can 
be rolled to wherever they are needed.

Fabric screen increases visual privacy 
and the accessory rail provides access 
to file management tools.

A selection of our panel fabrics contain recycled 
content and may contribute to your effort towards LEED 
certification.

Our powder coat paint finishes are applied in a special 
chamber that continuously collects excess paint particles 
so they can be reused.

Our packaging contains recycled material and is 
recyclable, while our bulk pack option reduces the overall 
amount of packaging and thus transportation needed.
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Closed end panels provide a clean look.

Upholstery: 
Centurion | Olivine

FABRICS | FINISHES

Paint: 
Shadow

Laminate: 
Pewter Mesh

Fabric: 
Appoint | Artichoke
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Power to the offi ce.
Surpass was designed for 
uncomplicated functionality.  Electrical 
can be routed within the support 
structure, to help manage cords and 
keep your offi ce clean and organized.  
Small, discreet power modules mounted 
just under the worksurface let your 
team easily plug in and power up. 
Worksurfaces are available in a variety of 
shapes and sizes to suit any work style, 
and a broad range of laminate, paint and 
fabric options compliment 
any workspace.  

Add a tackboard to a hutch 
to provide a space for 
personalization or to display 
important information.

Available in a variety of shapes, 
sizes and finishes, high pressure 
laminate worksurfaces are 
also strong enough to endure 
years of day-to-day use and 
reconfigurations.

Surpass’s worksurfaces and storage have 
received SCS Indoor Advantage Gold Certification 
for indoor air quality.

Our particleboard contains post-consumer and 
post-industrial recycled content.
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Modesty panels in full or half 
heights give you control over 
privacy and accessibility.

Grommets provide easy cord 
pass through and under desk 
wire management trays help keep 
wires organized.

Task lights brighten your primary 
workspace.

Fabric:
Sarto | Reef

FABRICS | FINISHES

Paint: 
Mist Grey

Laminate: 
Silver Mesh

Open support legs allow easier routing 
of electrical and data cabling through 
the understructure.  
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How to order.

Ordering Surpass is easy!

1. Select your worksurface. Choose from a simple 
rectangular desk to an L- or U-shape desk. 

2. Select the support kit for the worksurface you’ve 
chosen. Pick a half-modesty or full-modesty panel. 

3. Select the storage you want. Maxon offers many 
storage options from lateral fi les to mobile pedestals. 
Surpass is available with hutches for overhead storage.

4. Accessorize your desk. Privacy screens, tool rails with 
hanging accessories, monitor arms and keyboard trays are 
all available. 

5. Now pick your fi nishes. Maxon offers Core and 
Premium paint options, a wide range of laminate choices, 
panel fabrics for the tackboards and screens, glass 
options for privacy and upholstery for the mobile pedestal 
cushions. 

For example, if you wanted to order one of the workstations 
on this page, you would choose the following components:

Model Number Description Quantity

M-MDWRE2472 Rectangular worksurface 24Dx72W, 
Edgeband

1

M-MDDS2472FP Support kit: Rectangle desk, full mod. 
24x72

1

M-MDWRE2448 Rectangle worksurface 24Dx48W, 
Edgeband

1

M-MDRD2448HO Return to rectangle support kit with open 
leg

1

M-MDDS1336G Desk mounted glass screen, 13Hx36W 2

M-MDDS1348F Desk mounted fabric screen, 13Hx48W 1

M-ESM24BF-R Mobile pedestal, box/fi le, 23D, R-pull 1

M-ESM24SEAT Cushion for mobile pedestal 1

You’ve created your new offi ce! 

2. Support kit
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1. Worksurface

3. Storage

4. Accessories

5. Finishes

Paint: 
White

Panel Fabric: 
Appoint | Turmeric

Upholstery: 
Centurion | Poppy

Laminate: 
Manitoba Maple

Glass: 
Frosted
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Surpass | Statement of Line
Worksurfaces

Rectangular Executive

Radius Front L-Return

Radius Front Corner

Radius End Peninsula

Peninsula Return

Rectangular and Bowfront 
Desk Support Kit with Full 
Modesty (also available 
with Open Leg)

Bridge Corner to Desk 
Support Kit with Full 
Modesty  (available in Half 
Modesty)

Desk Mounted Tackable 
Fabric Screen

Desk Mounted Return 
Tackable Fabric Screen

Desk Mounted Glass 
Screen

Desk Mounted Return 
Glass Screen

L-Return for Return Unit 
Support Kit with Full Mod-
esty (also available in Half 
Modesty and Open Leg)

Open End Panel

Rectangular and Bowfront 
Desk Support Kit with Half 
Modesty  (also available 
with Open Leg)

Bridge Desk to Desk 
Support Kit with Full 
Modesty  (available in Half 
Modesty)

End Bench to Full Modesty 
or Half Modesty with Full 
End Panel or Open Leg 
End Panel

Bench to Bridge with Full 
or Half Modesty

Return Shells to Corner 
Unit Support Kit with Full 
Modesty (also available in 
Half Modesty and Open 
Leg)

Corner Shell Support Kit 
with Full Modesty (also 
available in Half Modesty)

Return Shells to 
Rectangular Support Kit 
with Full Modesty (also 
available in Half Modesty 
and Open Leg))

Peninsula Shell Support 
Kit with Full Modesty 
(available in Half Modesty)

Bridge Corner to Corner 
Support Kit with Full 
Modesty (available in Half 
Modesty)

Stand Alone L-Return 
Support Kit with Full 
Modesty (also available in 
Half Modesty and Open 
Leg)

Straight Front CornerBowfront

Grand Peninsula Grand Peninsula Radius End“b or d” Shaped Peninsula
(“b” Shown)

Worksurface Edge Options

Support Kits

Privacy Screens

T-Mold Edgeband Woodgrain Edgeband

Overhead Storage

Open Shelf Hutch with 
Open Back

Hutch with Flat Front Doors  
and Open Back

Hutch with Radius Front 
Doors and Open Back

Corner Hutch Tower Return Hutch with Flat 
Front Door (Left-hand 
shown)

Tackboard for Hutch
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Surpass | Statement of Line
Filing & Personal Storage

Accessories

Ridgeline Pedestal
(Shown in S-Pull)

Mobile Pedestal with Seat Cushion
(Shown in S-Pull)

Ridgeline Pedestal
(Shown in R-Pull)

Pedestal Files * Available in File/File or Box/Box/File, as well as R-Pull and S-Pull Options

Systems Pedestal Files
(Shown in R-Pull)

Personal Storage 
Tower
(Shown in R-Pull)

End Tower
with Bookcase
(Shown in R-Pull)

Storage Cabinet
Bookcases

Lateral Files  (Shown in S-Pull) Personal Storage Center
(Shown in S-Pull)

Lateral File Laminate Top

Personal Storage * Available in R-Pull and S-Pull Options

Lateral Overfi le

Panel-Mount
Accessory Rail

Fabric Screen 
Accessory Rail

Personal ShelfLetter Tray Diagonal Tray Binder Bin

Tool Box Paper Clip

Foot Rest

Task Light LED Task Light

File Pocket

Electrical Receptacle

Monitor Arms Dual Monitor Arms

Keyboard Trays Pencil Drawer

Paper Clip Tray

CPU Holder
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An Operating Company of the HNI Corporation

Maxon Furniture Inc.

With the agility of a small company and the experience of an industry leader, Maxon makes offi ce furniture 
easy. The company offers a full range of workstations and freestanding desking along with design and 
specifi cation support to help organizations quickly and easily fi nd the right solution at the right price. With 
over 30 years experience, Maxon has built a solid reputation on the quality and value of their products and 
services.  Headquartered in Muscatine, Iowa, Maxon is an operating company of HNI Corporation, the 
world’s second-largest offi ce furniture manufacturer. For more information, visit www.maxonfurniture.com.
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